ENHANCE YOUR LIFESTYLE
Make the most of your Home and Garden with Caribbean Blinds luxury external
shading systems, that perfectly control the ambient conditions, transforming
the use, functionality and enjoyment from all types of spaces.
From stylish patio awnings that provide instant shade and shelter, to innovative
external blinds that offer unbeatable solar heat and light control and award
winning louvered roofs that allow year round use of the outdoor space whatever
the weather, we have the perfect external shading system for your application
and requirements.
Take control of the weather and enjoy sun, shade or shelter at the touch of a
button. We’ve got you covered.
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PAT I O A W N I N G S
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Enhance, protect and prolong the use of your terrace
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Make the most of your outdoor space all year round

EXTERNAL BLINDS
Say goodbye to unwanted solar heat gain and glare
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YOUR SIGN OF PREMIUM QUALITY
Bespoke Made To Measure. Our external shading systems are proudly manufactured at our factory in Sudbury, Suffolk by highly skilled
technicians and state of the art machinery to ensure they meet exacting standards and are the very pinnacle of precision. Built to last a
lifetime, our team take great pride and care in crafting your external shading system to your exact specification and requirements,
ensuring every detail and finish is perfect, right down even to the colour of the stitching. Quality guaranteed.

SEE OUR TEAM IN ACTION

/ CaribbeanBlinds

E F F O R T L E S S O P E R AT I O N
The push of a button on the sleek intuitive remote control is all it takes to operate your external shading
system. Open, close or stop your patio awning, louvered roof or external blind at the desired position.
Turn lighting and heating on or off. Even select fully automatic mode, with your external shading system
positioning itself based on the ambient conditions when equipped with our smart sensors.
Featuring secure radio technology with a range of over 200m in open space or 20m through two
concrete walls you are guaranteed operating convenience from the comfort of your chair. For the
ultimate convenience why not upgrade to smartphone operation allowing you to enjoy hassle free
functioning and positioning of your external shading system wherever you are, at home, work or away.

SENSORY TECHNOLOGY
LIGHT SENSOR

WIND SENSOR

RAIN SENSOR

SNOW SENSOR
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PAT I O A W N I N G S
Both practical and stylish, a Caribbean Blinds patio awning outstretches to provide instant shade and shelter on your
terrace, keeping you cool on even the hottest of Summer days along with providing optimum protection from
damaging UV rays and those unexpected and often persistent rain showers*. Your adjoining internal room also benefits
from a reduction in solar heat gain and the elimination of glare, with the view to the garden maintained.

Optimum heat block is provided
ensuring the terrace and adjoining
internal room remain cool

Upto 99% UV block ensures you
can enjoy the sun safely along with
preventing furnishings from fading

Bright light is diffused which
eliminates glare to the covered
outdoor and indoor space

Shelter is provided from rain
showers* and additional privacy is
created on the terrace

* Subject to a pitch (angle) of 14 degrees or greater as set out in European Directive EN13561

Live.
Love.
Laugh.

12 | PATIO AWNINGS
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CUBA

PAT I O A W N I N G

The Cuba awning is the crème de la crème of our range, with its
contemporary rectangular, flush fitting full cassette design that
appears an integrated part of the façade and neatly conceals
the awning when retracted. The heavy duty folding arms with
drop forged joints, feature quadruple stainless steel sheathed
cables tensioning twin springs to ensure optimum fabric
tension at every position, suitable for the most demanding of
applications. Concealed fixing brackets and screwless alu
end plates elegantly finish the awning off, whilst optional LED
lighting can be built onto the underside of the cassette.
TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
WIDTH:
upto 7.0m

PROJECTION:
upto 3.75m

HARDWARE COLOUR:
Anthracite Grey RAL 7016
White RAL 9016
Any other RAL colour
OPERATION:
Motorised - Remote Control
- App Control
DURABILITY:
Beaufort 6 - strong breeze
For more information

cbsolarshading.co.uk
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TORTOLA

PAT I O A W N I N G

With its streamline cylindrical shape and robust design, the
Tortola patio awning is our most popular residential awning.
Powerful folding arms featuring twin springs tensioned via
double stainless steel sheathed cables keep the fabric taut
at every position, whilst the unobtrusive full cassette casing
protects the fabric and operating mechanism when the awning is
retracted away. Concealed brackets (optional) and cast
end caps provide an aesthetically pleasing finishing touch.

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
WIDTH:
upto 5.0m

PROJECTION:
upto 3.0m

HARDWARE COLOUR:
Anthracite Grey RAL 7016
White RAL 9016
Any other RAL colour
OPERATION:
Motorised - Remote Control
- App Control
Manual
- Crank Handle
DURABILITY:
Beaufort 5 - fresh breeze
For more information

cbsolarshading.co.uk
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Patio Awnings shown installed on bespoke load bearing spreader plates
(left & middle awning) and cantilever brackets (right awning) for a safe
attachment to single storey properties
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ANGUILA

PAT I O A W N I N G

Our entry level Anguilla patio awning is the little
brother to the Tortola model and boasts many of the same
features, including a slim cassette casing that discreetly
conceals the awning when not in use and robust double
spring loaded arms tensioned via twin stainless steel sheathed
cables for optimal fabric tension whether part or fully
extended. Ideal for mounting where space is limited due to its
reduced dimensions and convenient end block construction.

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
WIDTH:
upto 4.0m

PROJECTION:
upto 2.5m

HARDWARE COLOUR:
Anthracite Grey RAL 7016
White RAL 9016
Any other RAL colour
OPERATION:
Motorised - Remote Control
- App Control
Manual
- Crank Handle
DURABILITY:
Beaufort 5 - fresh breeze
For more information

cbsolarshading.co.uk
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PUERTO RICO

PERGOLA AWNING

Full sun, partial shade or complete shelter, the Puerto Rico
Pergola awning gives you complete flexibility and freedom over
your outdoor space. The slimline pergola framework features a
sliding fabric roof that can be adjusted to any position and when
fully extended the integrated guttering built within the leadrail
ensures effective water drainage from the fabric into and out
of the post uprights. Optional roller fabric supports spanning
between the side guides offer increased durability for exposed
locations and can have integrated LED ambient lighting.

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
WIDTH:
upto 6.0m

DEPTH:
upto 4.5m

HARDWARE COLOUR:
Anthracite Grey RAL 7016
White RAL 9016
Any other RAL colour
OPERATION:
Motorised - Remote Control
- App Control
DURABILITY:
Beaufort 6 - strong breeze
For more information

cbsolarshading.co.uk

Fade Resistant
Solution dyed fibres guarantee the colours stay true and brilliant

Outstanding Dimensional Stability
Fabrics that hold and keep their shape when under tension

Extraordinary Colour Luminosity
Colours that shine and come alive when backlit with the sun

Self Clean Effect
Nano tech coating ensures the fabric keeps a clean appearance

Optimum UV Protection
Certified to UV std 801 offering a minimum 95% UV block

Water Repellent
The tightest woven fibres ensure rain water does not penetrate*
| Featured Fabric: Greenland 338 642
*subject to a pitch of 14 degrees or greater – fabric water column a minimum of 450mm
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E X C L U S I V E C B A FA B R I C S

BRONZE
385 210

WISMUTH
UV 80

FJORD
338 644

UV BLOCK

MARBLE
UV 80

LADAKH
UV 80

SLATE
338 398

385 220

338 655

UV 80 = 99%

338 609

UV 60 = 97.5%

GRANITE
UV 80

SAHARA
UV 80

NEPHRITE
UV 80

385 810

338 639

UV 40 = 95%

338 038

SILICATE
UV 80

BEACH
UV 80

BRASILIANTE
UV 80

385 820

338 662

338 808

UV 60

CLIFFS
UV 60

BERYL
UV 80

385 811

338 643

UV 80

ALABASTER
UV 80

338 144

View full fabric collection online

Fabric designs / colours have been reproduced in print as accurately as possible but may vary slightly from the actual material.

UV 40

cbsolarshading.co.uk
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LOUVERED ROOFS
Louvered roof pergolas under the exclusive brand Outdoor Living Pod™ from Caribbean Blinds are the ultimate luxury
outdoor living solution and as the name suggests, for people who want to live life outdoors. From closed roof to open
at the touch of a button, the Outdoor Living Pod™ will adapt to the changing weather and your requirements all year
round. No other terrace canopy can offer the same flexibility and possibilities as the original Outdoor Living Pod™.

Rotate the louvers angled
towards the sun for maximum
sunlight beneath the structure

Rotate the louvers angled away
from the sun for cooling shade
beneath the structure

Rotate the louvers 90 degrees for
optimum ventilation from heat
build up beneath the structure

Close the louvers for complete
rain and snow protection under
the structure

Relax.
Entertain.
Unwind.
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Stylish ‘S’ shaped louvers take up minimal space
when fully retracted.
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PRESTIGE

OUTDOOR LIVING POD™

For those who appreciate limitless outdoor living, our top
of the line Prestige Outdoor Living Pod™ offers all the
freedom you could desire from a terrace canopy. Thanks to its
ingenious design, not only can you play with sun and shade
by rotating the louvers through 135 degrees but you can fully
retract the roof for the complete open air alfresco experience
and maximum sunlight. And when closed, the louvers lock
together providing shelter from the rain and even snow.

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
WIDTH:
upto 6.0m

DEPTH:
upto 4.0m

HARDWARE COLOUR:
Anthracite Grey RAL 7016
White RAL 9016
Any other RAL colour
OPERATION:
Motorised - Remote Control
- App Control
DURABILITY:
Louvers
Beaufort 12 - gale conditions
Screens
Beaufort 6 - strong breeze
For more information

cbsolarshading.co.uk
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Optional side screens neatly concealed in the
structure provide additional shade and shelter.
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DELUXE

OUTDOOR LIVING POD™

Freestanding in the garden, lean-to attached to the property or
built into an existing structure, with the ability to seamlessly link
modules together to cover outdoor spaces of all sizes, the award
winning Deluxe Outdoor Living Pod™ is the most versatile of
our aluminium louvered roofs. It’s large 21cm wide roof louvers
rotate through 150 degrees, stopping at the desired position to
provide the perfect levels of light or shade on your terrace and
when closed the louvers form an entirely watertight covering.

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
WIDTH:
upto 7.0m

DEPTH:
upto 4.5m

HARDWARE COLOUR:
Anthracite Grey RAL 7016
White RAL 9016
Any other RAL colour
OPERATION:
Motorised - Remote Control
- App Control
DURABILITY:
Louvers
Beaufort 12 - gale conditions
Screens
Beaufort 6 - strong breeze
For more information

cbsolarshading.co.uk
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This slim framed pergola will seamlessly integrate
and become an integral part of your garden.
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CLASSIC

OUTDOOR LIVING POD™

The minimalist design of the Classic Outdoor Living Pod™
make this pergola canopy a favourite on the terrace or in
the garden. The streamline louvers which form a perfectly
aligned watertight roof when closed, rotate upto 150 degrees,
stopping at any position, allowing you to enjoy as much light or
shade beneath the structure as you desire along with providing
ventilation from heat build up beneath. For larger outdoor
spaces, multiple modules can be linked together.

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
WIDTH:
upto 5.95m

DEPTH:
upto 4.5m

HARDWARE COLOUR:
Anthracite Grey RAL 7016
White RAL 9016
Any other RAL colour
OPERATION:
Motorised - Remote Control
- App Control
DURABILITY:
Louvers
Beaufort 12 - gale conditions
Screens
Beaufort 6 - strong breeze
For more information

cbsolarshading.co.uk
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F E AT U R E S

Rotating louvers provide precise sun
control and are completely watertight when
closed

Integrated guttering ensures effective water
drainage from the roof to the nominated post
uprights

Superstrong construction from corrosion
resistant, powdercoated, extruded aluminium
for durability

Streamline framework with clean elegant
lines and no visible fixings ensures a flawless
finish

Concealed base plates inside the post
uprights for a seamless attachment to the
ground

Powerful built in motors operated via either
remote control or phone app for effortless
functioning

0344 800 1947
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OPTIONS

Dimmable LED lighting integrated in
the roof louvers or cross beams for the
perfect ambience

Infra-red heaters with low glare
elements mounted to the cross beams
or posts provide instant warmth

Inset posts create a striking
overhanging roof or extra posts can
create doorways Deluxe Model Only

Windproof side screens protect from
strong breezes, driving rain and low level
sunlight, along with offering privacy

Customise your Outdoor Living Pod™ with our
optional extras to create a cosy and pleasant
environment on your terrace all year round

WWW.CBSOLARSHADING.CO.UK
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EXTERNAL BLINDS
Creating a physical barrier in front of and stopping the suns energy even reaching the glazing, our innovative external
roller & roof blinds are the most effective way to regulate solar heat and light, preventing unwanted solar heat gain and
diffusing incoming light to create a thermally and visually comfortable indoor space, with the view and connection to the
outside maintained*.
Heat Transmission*
No Shading

70%

Internal Blinds
External Blinds

50%

8%

Blocking upto 92%* of the suns near infra-red heat rays, our external
blinds can reduce interior room temperatures by more than 10 degrees
centigrade, which in turn can reduce the energy consumption otherwise
needed to cool down a hot room by more than 80%.

*Performance data is purely indicative based on tests carried out to EN 13363-1 with double low-e glass and using Twilight Pearl solar control mesh dimout fabric

Cool.
Comfortable.
Sustainable.
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Sliding Doors
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Bifold Doors

Patio Doors

Windows

Verandas
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ANTIGUAN

EXTERNAL ROLLER BLIND

The Antiguan external roller blind with its slim profiles and sleek
design is a seamless addition to any vertical glazed area. Zip
locking technology built into the side guides, physically locks the
fabric in place at every position rendering the blind windproof
along with preventing any light shining between the edge, whilst
the weighted leadrail ensures the fabric stays under optimum
tension. A clever two part side guide conceals all fixings and
optional full height spacers can set the blind off the façade to
overcome protrusions such as vents and handles. A full
cassette headbox discreetly hides the blind when not in use.
TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
WIDTH:
upto 6.0m

HEIGHT:
upto 6.0m

HARDWARE COLOUR:
Anthracite Grey RAL 7016
White RAL 9016
Any other RAL colour
OPERATION:
Motorised - Remote Control
- App Control
DURABILITY:
Beaufort 6 - strong breeze
For more information

cbsolarshading.co.uk
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Skylights
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Roof Lights

Conservatory Roofs

Pergolas

Verandas
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C AY M A N

EXTERNAL ROOF BLIND

The Cayman external roof blind is able to run on roof glazing
of any slope thanks to its concealed tensioning system. Tear
resistant dyneema cables tension a hi-tensile double coiled
spring, which in turn keeps the fabric taut at each position. The
leadrail runs within U shaped side channels to ensure the blind
runs perfectly square whilst also preventing any light leakage.
A range of mounting brackets allow installation to every type of
glazed roof, whilst height adjustable brackets allow roof vents
to be overcome. When retracted away, the full cassette casing
neatly encloses the fabric ensuring a low maintenance solution.
TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
WIDTH:
upto 5.0m

DEPTH:
upto 6.0m

HARDWARE COLOUR:
Anthracite Grey RAL 7016
White RAL 9016
Any other RAL colour
OPERATION:
Motorised - Remote Control
- App Control
DURABILITY:
Beaufort 5 - fresh breeze
For more information

cbsolarshading.co.uk

| Without External Blind

B L O C K T H E H E AT N O T T H E V I E W
Fade resistant and dimensionally stable

100% free of plasticisers

Water repellent self clean effect coating

Optimum UV protection – min 95% UV block

| With External Blind
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E X C L U S I V E T W I L I G H T FA B R I C S

BRITANNIA GREY
Heat Block
Light Transmission

CHARCOAL

297 810
91%
6%

297 901

Heat Block
Light Transmission

92%
4%

SIENNA LIGHT

297 701

Heat Block
Light Transmission

87%
8%

GRANADA BEIGE
Heat Block
Light Transmission

SLATE GREY
Heat Block
Light Transmission

BRISTOL GREEN
Heat Block
Light Transmission

297 853
88%
10%

297 815

WHITE CEMENT
Heat Block
Light Transmission

GRAPHITE GREY

297 807
88%
13%

297 737

92%
5%

Heat Block
Light Transmission

91%
6%

297 684

OXFORD BLUE

297 512

85%
12%

Heat Block
Light Transmission

87%
13%

Heat block figures calculated according to EN 13363-1 with double glazed unit: U = 1.2 | g = 0.59

COLONIAL WHITE
Heat Block
Light Transmission

MANHATTAN GREY
Heat Block
Light Transmission

NAPLES YELLOW
Heat Block
Light Transmission

View full fabric collection online

Fabric designs / colours have been reproduced in print as accurately as possible but may vary slightly from the actual material.

297 115
82%
28%

297 803
89%
9%

297 127
82%
22%

cbsolarshading.co.uk
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info@cbsolarshading.co.uk
www.cbsolarshading.co.uk
HEAD OFFICE, FACTORY & SHOWSITE
Woodhall Business Park, Sudbury, Suffolk. CO10 1WH
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